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Introduction  
Roughly two years ago, first movers, industry analysts, and forward-
thinking businesses evangelized the future of digital transformation (DX). 
Digital transformation had the allure of turning data into insights.  
DX would help businesses understand customer behavior and then use 
that information to shape a better customer experience. Maintenance 
cycles would be predictive, accounting for information from flow data in 
real time. Supersets of analytics would uncover trends not apparent to 
human insight. 

At that point, DX had three major drivers:  

» Self-preservation. In all candor, the rapid rise of Uber as well as the 
disruption that it caused to the taxi industry and similar tremors 
from Airbnb and other aspects of the "gig" economy made 
businesses consider if they were vulnerable on this type of scale.  

» Better tools to utilize presently. Again, from the paradigm of two years ago, businesses thought about how their 
networks were changing. It was now possible to have customers interact with the network directly and allowed 
contractors to work within certain confines of the network. Public cloud incorporated cloud computing and 
analytics to further entice businesses to use applications and favor cloud hosts. 

» Picture of the near future. At that time, businesses could see Internet of Things (IoT) in factory inventory and 
automation as well as in personal wearable devices and could extrapolate from there. Additionally, the promise of 
5G networking meant the speed of wired Ethernet would eventually be provided without wires. 

  

Businesses are at a specific place pertaining to digital transformation (DX). The hope is 
that the current obstacles inhibiting DX are only temporary — but we learn over and 
over that there must always be harmony between people, processes, and technologies.  

WHAT'S IMPORTANT 
For better or worse, the global COVID-19 
pandemic accelerated the rate of digital 
transformation (DX) adoption. We are only 
now beginning to realize what needs to 
happen next to better facilitate DX.   

KEY TAKEAWAY 
Businesses need the vendors that they work 
with (whether in data, IT, security, or 
operations) to be forward thinking to avoid 
the obsolescence trap.  

AT A GLANCE 
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Naturally, it is quite one thing to ideate DX and another to change the velocity of a business from digitally agnostic to 
digitally transformative. However, in time, the processes that companies would go through in the DX journey started to 
develop a pattern. Figure 1 shows how IDC has mapped out the sequential journey companies take to achieve DX. 

 

FIGURE 1: The Sequence of Events Companies Go Through to Achieve DX 

 
Source: IDC, 2020 

 
The mapping is reasonable if imprecise. For instance, it may not be difficult for a business such as a restaurant to ensure 
business continuity, but for a manufacturer, retooling or reconfiguring processes is a significant uptake. Assigning budgets 
to match DX initiatives is tough, and optimizing processes is also no bargain. However, the larger point is that a business 
could initiate its DX journey predictably and with controls over time.  

And then it happened. A new type of virus emanated out of Wuhan, China. Within a matter of months, COVID-19 
wrapped itself around the world. The pandemic caused great sickness and was often fatal. The best remedy (and, to this 
day, the best prevention) is social distancing.  

Several businesses adapted, although many businesses were shuttered altogether. 
Businesses that never thought of themselves as having or needing a remote workforce 
had to adopt a work-from-home (WFH) model. Palliative technology solutions such as 
VPN and videoconferencing were set up on the fly. Ultimately, what had been a 
measured DX transformation was applied haphazardly in one fell swoop. As heavyweight 
champion boxer, and apparent DX prognosticator, Mike Tyson noted, "Everybody has a 
plan until they get punched in the mouth." 

It is safe to say that for global businesses, COVID-19 was akin to getting punched in the mouth. 

Beginning in mid-February, IDC began surveying organizations about the effects of COVID-19 on their business operations 
— all aspects of people, processes, and technology. Figure 2 comes from the fifteenth iteration of the survey, which was 
conducted in November 2020. Of interest is the survey question asking about the current effects COVID-19 is having on 
business outcomes of DX projects. 
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FIGURE 2: Top Challenges to Deriving Business Value from DX 
Q What are the most challenging when it comes to deriving business value from your organization's 

DX projects and being able to demonstrate business outcomes for your organization? 

 
n = 619 

Source: IDC's COVID-19 Impact on IT Spending Survey, November 9–23, 2020 

 
The survey indicates a wide swath of problems, but it seems that the following larger trends are persistent across 
organizations of all stripes: 

» Emphasis is placed on processes and not outcomes. This observation seems to be the antithesis of DX, but it 
should be said that it also seems wholly human. Companies must make immediate investments in WFH video, 
audio, and telephony equipment. Employees often must be retrained. Business continuity takes precedence over 
targeted investments.  

» The language gap between business and security is bridged. Security is a highly technical field. For teams outside 
the security operations centers (SOCs), the work of security practitioners can seem complicated and inaccessible. 
Unfortunately, this often leads to a disconnect between teams that hinders collaboration and makes it difficult to 
quantify efforts. Because risk attributions provide rich context about potential threats, teams throughout the 
organization can see how those seemingly disparate alerts can be weaved together into a coherent security story 
that's easy to follow. Taking a new attribution-based approach provides the SOC and the business with a much 
tighter alignment while improving the overall security posture. 
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» Siloed thinking is not limited to technology. In IT, there are historical delineations between IT operations and 
security operations. Unfortunately, the survey shows that silos also pertain to budgets and practices, and this 
hampers innovation and scale. Unifying software and communications for a single, integrated business practice is 
hard enough, but even the act of shifting budgets to focus on pressing needs is an organizational challenge.  

» The technical road map and skills gap rated surprisingly low on the hierarchy of challenges. Maybe. The road 
map may not be wholly applicable as the current predicaments might just be that companies are beleaguered with 
problems they have in front of them.  

However, between the structure of DX (refer back to Figure 1), and for all the frustrations expressed by IT stakeholders in 
the survey (refer back to Figure 2), emerging implications and best practices can be instructive for software providers. 

What IT and Security Vendors Can Do to Enable Businesses in the DX Journey 
Perhaps the most important change to DX is the speed at which COVID-19 is forcing ad hoc changes to how businesses 
operate and in turn the rate of adoption of DX processes. If DX transformation was not necessarily leisurely, companies 
had to work through structure problems at escape velocity speeds. The challenges were and are daunting, but the way 
software vendors think of IT, business operations, security, and DX must change, too. The following practices represent 
what has worked the best and likely will matter the most as software providers assist in DX:   

» Anticipate that the "new normal" is the ongoing normal. Businesses needed software that was as ready-made as 
possible for their environment. When a company deployed a new VPN, it could only go with vendors that were 
already integrated with its IT service management (ITSM) or Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).  
Tools have to mesh together. While companies have not had the luxury of longer proof-of-concept trials, software 
vendors have to reciprocate with having highly extensible tools and offer out-of-the-box capabilities that 
demonstrate immediate value.  

» Eliminate as many silos as possible. While companies seem to have problems with silos, software vendors should 
not. This observation seems reductive, but it is less obvious than at first blush. Pertaining to a network, the line of 
business ultimately cares that goods and services are as readily available as possible. That means that whether a 
problem is a cybersecurity breach, a network bottleneck, or a user error — um, who cares? The optimization of the 
network is paramount, and if that means realigning IT and SOCs and training end users for the safest practices, 
these consolidations should happen in software.  

» Speak the language that the C-suite is familiar with. Almost 34% of respondents said that the metrics/KPIs do not 
quantify the business value adequately. Server availability (uptime/downtime), mean time to detect/mean time to 
respond (MTTD/MTTR), and alerts versus alerts processed have great meaning to technologists; but none of these 
metrics mean anything to a product manager and may be for all intents and purposes invisible to the CEO if they cannot 
quantify the business loss or gain. Man-hours lost on triage, lost ecommerce sales, or what a regulatory fine could be will 
garner eyeballs. Smart tools providers may want to make these types of conversions on their dashboards.  
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» Chart the new network surface. Even before DX, the network was changing to facilitate IoT, mobile, direct-to-user 
application, public cloud IaaS, and arguably even social media. A cybersecurity strategy has to be fashioned to 
account for all of these surfaces. More than this, cybersecurity is not just prevention and incident detection and 
response. The cybersecurity posture must also incorporate resilience, complaint practices, risk assessment, known 
good configurations, disaster recovery, and individual responsibility.  

» Automate processes. We had the temerity to suggest that IT and security processes should be harmonized as 
much as possible and that metrics/KPIs should be expressed as business outcomes; it stands to reason that the 
workflows themselves should be standardized. Much of the who/what/where that happens in an SOC incident 
should be provided to an analyst with a single touch. What to do next should be approximated in a playbook. 
Automation provides the virtue of ensuring business continuity and curtailing human error.    

» Utilize more data, but use it exactly once. Data has its own gravity. However, if data is extrapolated more than 
once, it loses its integrity, and there are often privacy indemnities that can arise from poor data handling. 

» Account for risk. The reality is that the most secure networks are likely to be breached. In protecting data, software 
vendors must place a special emphasis on personally identifiable information (PII) and intellectual property. On the 
network, vendors must help the SOC guard against exposure to internet-facing devices and business assets such as 
Web/email servers and quantify the leak paths that an adversary might exploit to compromise these devices.  
The more explicitly software vendors can express the risk, the more value they provide.  

Conclusion  
Even as the pandemic abruptly forced DX upon many companies, transformation should be viewed as a comprehensive, 
continuing, and evolving process. "Comprehensive" because DX not only involves analytics and workflow but also 
encompasses networking, IT, communications, and cybersecurity — the network becomes interactive. DX is "continuing" 
because it requires maintenance, and it is likely that many companies need to account for a technical debt accrued as 
systems were put in place to provide immediate protection. If the world can endure COVID-19 with relative safety, the 
next generation of DX will be "evolving" into something truly immersive, including augmented reality and new, 
unthought-of applications powered by 5G networks. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

About Splunk 

Splunk makes it simple to collect, analyze and act upon the untapped value of the big data generated by your 
technology infrastructure, security systems and business applications—giving you the insights to drive operational 
performance and business results. Choose your preferred free trial delivery method and experience the power of 
Splunk here.  
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